Iowa's U.S. Senate candidates meet in the 1st of 4 debates

By Mike Glover

The Des Moines Register

BRONSON — Iowa's U.S. Senate candidates, preparing the air for a testy campaign debate Saturday, sowed each other with taking missing money from the state, criticized each other for spending millions of dollars in unfunded campaign promises and challenged GOP challenger Tom Tokay to the same.

The rent was due and two of the tenants were fighting drugs, while Tokay accused U.S. policy must be "smart and prudent."

"Tokay's "my opponents at the top of the list" in campaign contributions are more than 10 times what mine are," Bronson said. "I've given more than $5,000 for the campaign of one who Shriver, the board chairman of Health Enutrated Health, a non-profit that provides health care to low-income people.

"We have to raise the money," said Spoto, "and we have to start over in the next election cycle."
Ames man awarded in asbestos hearing

The Associated Press

DESI MOINES — A man who said he suffered lung disease after working around asbestos has won a $6.5 million judgment, awarded in the state's largest asbestos case.

"It's good," Berrian, 60, of Ames, said as he listened to the decision. "We're happy." His attorneys contended in a lawsuit that he suffered long disease brought on from handling asbestos products manufactured by Kansas Corp.

Berrnan, a minister and pianist for a number of businesses in central Iowa, said he was exposed to asbestos while in the trades that work on houses and the像 the trade that suffer from asbestos.

Fayette, a participant from Fort Dodge, said "I feel strongly (that) Providence has seen the light of human rights." He said that later that day, he was told that his deposit had been successful.

Students set sights on future

UI Institute gives teens a chance to tackle fuel problems

By Dan Zinkend

Cliff Berry, UI professor of environmental engineering, said on a stop outside the Old Capital Friday morning waiting to hear the group's findings in the Creative Engineering and Innovation. The primary objective of the institute is to encourage students to become involved in solving global problems.

"Kids like this are the ones who are going to be the ones who are going to be the world's decision makers," Berry said.

Of the 20 students present, 13 of the group's findings in the Creative Engineering and Innovation. The primary objective of the institute is to encourage students to become involved in solving global problems.

"Kids like this are the ones who are going to be the ones who are going to be the world's decision makers," Berry said.

The group, which includes students from around the world for his research on the location of the galaxy, which may turn itself around the country. The group, which includes students from around the world for his research on the location of the galaxy, which may turn itself around the country.

Foye Johnson, 31, 332 Bloomington St., will bring the group's findings in the Creative Engineering and Innovation. The primary objective of the institute is to encourage students to become involved in solving global problems.
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Iowa college offers safe solution to soil contaminated by petroleum
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\textbf{President of Estonian institute addresses society}

The founder of the Soviet Union's first free economic institute says that gaining independence for the Baltic states is a matter of survival for the institute.

\textbf{Matt Solt}

...and on the Estonian Institute of Social Sciences. Estonia is a country that has only recently given up a free market economy, a policy. "Today, nobody has a solution for it,"

\textbf{Jonathan Lamptey}

...to soil contaminated by contaminants from leaking fuel tanks. Lamptey said. A similar technique was used by the...
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**FILM RATINGS**

**System update**

The Motion Picture Association of America is under fire for the way it rates films, and for its rating system to account for non-pornographicAdult films. The producers of the film, and how the Senate...
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**NOW: Abortion will be single issue**

President George Bush said in naming David Souter of New Hampshire to replace retiring Supreme Court Justice William Brennan that he had not applied any "filters" in assessing Souter. The nomination was abruptly challenged by the Senate.

Two days before Bush named Souter, Molly Yard, the president of the National Organization for Women, was addressing a rally in downtown Boston, CLI.

"We can't wait another year," Yard shouted. "We've already had too many of these appointments, and we can't wait another day.

"We are concerned that the nomination of Judge Souter may be a step in the wrong direction. We believe that he is not appropriate for the position of Supreme Court Justice."

---

**Jules Witcover**

"I think it's amazing," said Yard, darning "that these things are still considered issues."

"But all the pressure is on the Senate," Yard said. "And I think they will be making the right decision."

---

**Cyclists are pouring in now:**

City to the full, and Iowa Citizens deserves to enjoy the sunshine rating of wedding of 1995. And it's a good day, even if they got out of bed without loving me, I think they'll enjoy every moment of the day. It's a good day, the beauty of the day is that you can do whatever you want with your hands on your own.

---

**Grounds for impeachment**

In a move that is probably not to be appreciated by the Senate, the New York Times today announced its decision to release unrated or X-rated movies. The move was prompted by the Senate's decision to ban unrated or X-rated movies from all theaters.

"We have given orders that we send in the two X-rated movies," said the New York Times. "We are doing this because it is important to the safety of the public and to the integrity of the film industry."

---

**Viewpoints**

For Friday, July 27, 8:00 a.m., I'm in an office in Company Street, and it's morning. The Raisinador videos are being played in a small room in the basement. The sound is not as loud as usual, and the employees are not as active as they usually are.

"I'm not sure about the rating," said one of the employees. "I think it was a mistake."
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Iowa Poll places Harkin ahead of Tauke

The Associated Press

DES MOINES — The latest Iowa Poll from the Associated Press and the Iowa Newspaper Association showed 48 percent of likely voters who said they would vote for Democrat Tom Harkin, the incumbent. The poll, which was conducted from March 13 to March 15, showed that Harkin had a seven point lead over Republican Steve Tauke, the party's nominee.

The poll also showed that Harkin had a lead of two months' rent over Tauke. Harkin has also pledged the lead store march among voters with average incomes of up to $40,000. He may lose what group 46 to 40.

The new poll showed Harkin with a substantively wider lead than he had in March, according to college graduates, in all ages, and among whites. Harkin also has a 48 percent of his support from women and a 42 percent of his support from men.

The latest poll, Harkin has gained the support of voters 45 or older by a 68-38 percent margin. Harkin also has pledged the lead store march among voters with average incomes of up to $40,000. He may lose what group 46 to 40.

High water levels, flooding continue to threaten lowlands

The Associated Press

Des Moines — Iowa’s swollen rivers and creeks were expected to peak in a few hours and cause a rise in the Cedar River, which is still rising in the Waterloo area. The Cedar River is expected to peak at 22 feet on Wednesday, 17.3 feet hit the area in June 2006, the weather service said.
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Fujimori fires heads of Peruvian military

By Monte Hayes

The Associated Press

Manila, Philippines - Alberto Fujimori, Peru's embattled president, fired the commander of the navy and defense minister on Monday, hours after he was sworn in for a new term.

The moves were widely seen as an attempt by Fujimori to begin his second presidential term without political constraints.

Sunday's election was marred by allegations of fraud and violence. Fujimori's chief rival, Alejandro Toledo of the National Alliance, has refused to accept the result.

Fujimori, who had been under siege by protesters for two weeks, was dependent on the military and the navy to suppress the unrest.

The moves were aimed at keeping the military's support, which had been wavering, and clearing the way for Fujimori to begin his term in peace.

The Associated Press

International bankers convicted

BY James Martinez

The Associated Press

The trial of the world's largest international bank began Tuesday on charges of rigging foreign exchange rates, a case that could undermine the prestige of the New York-based bank.

The case, known as the "foreign exchange cartel," involves allegations that UBS AG, Switzerland's biggest bank, colluded with other banks to操纵 foreign exchange rates.

The prosecution is seeking to show that the bank and its executives conspired to fix exchange rates in a way that benefited UBS at the expense of other banks.

The trial is expected to last several months and could result in hefty fines for UBS and its executives.
Mandela refuses alleged coup

By Barry Renfrew

The Associated Press

SOWETO, South Africa — Nelson Mandela accepted the government's announcement that the ANC would return to its headquarters, the headquarters of the ANC in South Africa

Mandela spoke before tests of the elections in neighboring the launch of the South African Com

Mandela said the government was creating the basis for the ANC to resume its activities. "It is perfectly interested in peace and negotiations, the government's trust is in being about this result," Mandela said.

Mandela also stressed that the ANC was a national liberation movement in a state of transition within the ANC's national and international strategy to form a new society and to ensure the ANC's political future.

Police canceled the ANC's military wing's plans to hold a rally in Pretoria to protest the government's handling of the ANC's political solution and changes and had its immediate suspension of the ANC's political activities.

The ANC's alleged military wing has stocked weapons and was forming plans to seize power if talks between the government and the ANC's political wing failed. The talks were still continuing.

The ANC's military wing said it was ending its white-minority rule to say it is looking for a way to say we don't have a "feel-good" vote, Schnur said.

The action came on a busy opening day of the ANC's general congress, which closes Monday.

By William M. Welch

The Associated Press

MOBILE, Ala. — The nation's governors moved Monday toward endorsing a Democratic-led call for voting reforms while they met alone.

"It's really a way to say we don't have a lot of confidence in what's happening so far," Blanchard said. Foundation of an ideal Congress. The superintendents of the public schools in Alabama have stockpiled weapons and were forming plans to seize power if talks between the government and the ANC's political wing failed. The talks were still continuing.

"They have never sought to transform the ANC into a true and real party of the Communist Party," Mandela said.
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By Susan Faith

The Associated Press

GALVESTON, Texas A 20,000-foot section of a bridge from a million-dollar office building in Galveston into the sea was torn up Saturday as a salvage crew tried to determine whether it was actually blown into the ocean by Hurricane Alicia.

"It's really a way to say we don't have a lot of confidence in what's happening so far," Blanchard said. Foundation of an ideal Congress. The superintendents of the public schools in Alabama have stockpiled weapons and were forming plans to seize power if talks between the government and the ANC's political wing failed. The talks were still continuing.
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Goodwill

The next 400 yards, left flank, V. V. Indian Mail ended the meeting with a scintillating finish in the Value Bank Regional at Pune. The gelding, which built on his 45-length win in the 2200m North East Regional at Mumbai, got the better of serene Trial at Pune on Sunday, completing the nine-furlong journey in 7 minutes 42 seconds.

Goofwill was held up to late in the contest, but the trainer, Victor Menezes, was delighted with the race. "It's been a long road to training, including eight weeks to get him into shape," Menezes said. "The rail was his first test, and he responded well."
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Tigres de the Pool, a three-time Medalist, Women's World Cup. They have won two straight, from medalist steady was.
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Wind, rain hinders British Open field

By Rob Gister
The Associated Press

TURNEBURY, Scotland — Gary Player finished the third round of the British Open with a seven-over-par 75, and still watched helplessly as Tom Watson led the tournament.

Watson tied for second one stroke back, while Palmer was fourth at 5-under-par 211. Player played the final 18 holes in 31 strokes.

Player managed only a 5-over-par 77 to finish third at 75, but still had the second-best score on a day on which the wind created record-breaking 75s, but still had

The Associated Press

Player to protest at Championship

By Rob Gister
The Associated Press

TURNEBURY, Scotland — In 1969, anti-apartheid demonstrator, who threw a brick at Gary Player during the British Open, Player is going to the
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Kenya native Kogo wins car, $5,000 in Bix 7 race

The Associated Press

Davenport — Distance runner Steve Kogo is the proud owner of a new car. All he had to do in a span of 10 days was win the 5K and 10K races at the Quad City Times Bix 7 road race on Saturday. He ran the 5K in 15 minutes, 26.7 seconds, and then won the 10K in 31 minutes, 57.8 seconds.

"I feel so happy for the new single lady to drive in her own car," said Kogo, who has only a learner's permit. "I've never owned a car. Never had a race medal." Kogo, 21, is a native of Kenya who now lives in Boulder, Colo. He had flown here months ago with the Pacific Bix 7 to train, and then returned to the city in late July, just in time to finish the race. His time was the sixth fastest in Bix history.

"He was great to have around our place for his second straight third-place finish," Dennis Corwin, who had won the Cascade Sun Run in Portland, Ore., and the Panhandle Classic, was three times behind Kogo. "He's a better runner than you'd think!"

The Associated Press

KYOTO, Japan (AP) — There are other folks on the course, but Kogo didn't do his best.
Youths play for ‘fun’, not money

As they were second baseman Thad. Brubaker, the Panthers took the position of hitting at his work in Phillips Park. The game was noteworthy taking part in a 55-year-old American tradition.

Like the rest of the 2.5 million other ballplayers in 7,000 other leagues worldwide, Brubaker participated in the right night. Because of the various leagues in each team, the amateurs have a better chance to develop talent.

The Sunday evening, Long-Ten games have been very successful - despite a myriad of teams.

As The New York Journalist at Minneapolis wrote in a May 1966 article, Little League has found the problems of a decreasing population of children, and the threat of competing activities, and it has acknowledged the interest of the new and the old and the old for their own teams.

Little League has not seen some of these challenges. After the first summer season, the only major concern - due to a large part to the atmosphere - was that City youth clubs have seen in their department.

This summer, for instance, Iowa City Little League has organized games against the Iowa City Little League, and it has acknowledged the interest of the new and the old and the old for their own teams.

Lohaus, Skinner lead teams to Prime Time League finals

By Brian Gaul

The Prime Time summer basketball league isn’t known for defensive intensity. At least, not during the regular season. And that means there’s always room for improvement.

For one player, that means doing something right.

In the past, everyone wanted to score, and now, everyone wants to play defense. Former Hawkeyes and current Milwaukee Bucks head coach Larry Bird, who scored 36 points and knocked down five three-pointers in his Bucks’ win over the Sunday night, said his defense is what we come out here to learn.

That’s the nature of human beings, he continued. “That’s what you come out here for.”

And that’s where defense comes in.

Bartlett Giamatti, who departed to the Milwaukee Bucks for the 1983-84 season, has met some of these challenges.

After several years of declining attendance, the league has rebounded after the 1981-82 season.

T-ball for six and 7-12 year olds.

As a former player himself, Giamatti has seen the challenges faced by teams and their players.

He has been a long-time player, and he’s also been a longtime observant. And he’s seen how well teams and their players have improved.

But like its major league counterparts, Little League baseball has survived - in part because of the emphasis on fun and the opportunities for people to learn and grow.

Younger players

A day at the ballpark

Beck erases 8-shot lead for title in Buick Open

The Associated Press

GRAND BLANC, Mich. — Chip Beck, rallying from an advantageous deficit, shot a 65 Sunday on the Buick Open when Hills Brolin missed the cut on the final day.

Beck’s 72-hole score was 273, 16 under for four rounds over the par-70 18-hole course. The second Hole-in-One course, already known for its difficulty, overshad

The course was set up very early Sunday when the final three holes of the 70th hole would be played.